5. nefārium factū
wrong to do, supine of respect
6. fortūnātī moenibus surgentibus
fortunate in (respect to) the walls rising, noun in an ablative of respect
7.

instant ductum mūrōs
they press on to extend the wall, supine of purpose

8. sanctum dictū
a holy thing to say, supine of respect

ESSAY P. 252
What emotions does Aeneas reveal in this passage, and what literary features
does Vergil use to draw our attention to these emotions in the text?

TEACHER BY THE WAY
p. 252
Students should observe that Aeneas reveals several complementary emotions in this passage, wonder, envy, and possibly self-pity,
and that these emotions do not detract from his character as a hero.
The repetition of mīrātur at the start of the passage at the beginning of
lines 421 and 422 makes clear that the emotion Aeneas feels initially is
one of “wonder.” Aeneas marvels at the construction of the city, the gates,
the noise, and the paved streets. The idea of wonder or amazement appears
to shift to envy through the detailed description of the high level of activity in Carthage that has taken place or is in progress. Aeneas witnesses the
Tyrians hard at work erecting citadels, extending city walls, marking lots
for homes, creating laws, choosing magistrates, establishing a revered
senate, excavating harbors, and constructing a theater (lines 421–429).
The simile of the bees (lines 430–436) serves to heighten the remarkable
scene Aeneas witnesses by drawing attention to the fact that the Tyrians
are working as a community. In essence, Aeneas observes the Tyrians doing what he himself longs to do—to found a city. It is not surprising, therefore, that his envy expresses
itself clearly Publishers,
in the apostrophe,“Ō
fortūnātī,
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At the same time, some may point out that the repeated sounds of “m”
in the alliteration of mīrātur, mōlem, māgālia, and mīrātur, which are reinforced by the “m” at the end of quondam, strepitum, and viārum, suggest
a moaning sound. The moping “m” sound in line 421 is complemented by
the meter; the entire line is spondaic, except for the fi ft h foot, and thus
results in a certain slowness or heaviness. The moaning sound, taken with
the apostrophe occurring later in line 437, may suggest a certain degree of
self-pity on the part of the hero. In our eyes, such an interpretation might
detract from Aeneas’s character. Unlike today’s super-heroes, however,
who are endowed with special skills and great strength, the ancients allowed their heroes to have human failings—to feel fear, to cry, and to be
governed by unreasonable anger. Indeed, these negatives make their accomplishments all the greater, for these ancient heroes overcome emotions that would cause lesser men to fail. Accordingly, whether Aeneas’s
envy is motivated by self-pity or by honest and natural wonder, or a combination of both, it would not detract, for an ancient reader, from his character either as a leader or as a hero.

SCANSION P. 252
Name the meter and scan the following lines.
The meter is dactylic hexameter.
l k k
l k kl k kl
l l kkl x
aut oner(a) accipiunt venient(um), aut agmine factō
k
k
l l l l l k k l l lk k l x
ignāvum fūcōs pecus ā praesēpibus arcent;
l k k l k kl
k k l l l kk l x
fervet opus redolentque thymō fraglantia mella.

ORAL ACTIVITY
The teacher may instruct students, after they have scanned the lines above on
paper, to read these lines aloud, remembering to observe the metrical pattern,
to pronounce the elisions correctly (see Appendix B for more information on
elisions), and to pause at the major caesura in each line.

MAP WORK P.©253
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